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That’s right, it’s me: America Chavez, exile of the Utopian Parallel and student at
Sotomayor U. And I’m not new. I’m Teen Brigade, Young Avengers, and the
Ultimates certified. You don’t need to see I.D. I’ve got my own solo series now, oiste?
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LAST PLAYED:
So a while back, I started college
with my old friend Prodigy.
Sotomayor University, baby!

But then some luchador-looking
vieja showed up using my
portals as her calling card.

I met up with my girl Kate Bishop
to help me sort out my life…

By the time lady luchador showed
up again, I was ready to listen.

Check this: She’s my grandmother.
Madrimar is family, y’all. I have an abuela.
And she’s taking me home.

…and ended up ﬁghting to save an old
crush, courtesy of the Midas Corporation.
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UTOPIAN PARALLEL.
Birthplace of America Chavez.

when they tell you that
your moms have sacrificed
themselves but can’t explain
the finality of death, you leave.
you head straight for the
atmosphere, knowing that if you
just try hard enough, you’ll find
your moms. all by yourself.

don’t go,
america! we’ll
protect you!
you’ll never
be able to return
if you leave!

forge
your
path.

crack
your
ancestors
wide
open.

by any means
necessary, unearth
your roots.

ready?

pa’lante.
siempre
pa’lante.

THE ANCESTRAL PLANE.
A metaphysical space that holds
the history of Madrimar’s people.

the
ancestral
plane holds
our entire
lives.

it belongs
to all of us.
it is us.

listen, if
you’re gonna be
my grandma, you’ve
got to stop speaking
this old-school
riddle speak, okay?

impossible.
say what you
will, but the power of
the spirits runs through
our sangre. you know
you want to hear
all about it...
please, yes.
don’t leave
anything
out.
the skies
of the ancestral
plane show only
the truth.

before there was anything
else, there were the spirits.
they formed the galaxies,
stretching creation
beyond all limits.

our people
were born of
two such spirits,
berraca and sanar.
berraca was a
daydreamer, free
as a firefly.

oooh, sky
novelas!

the d.i.y.
goddess sanar
was the opposite.
a builder of
universes.

they never
should have
met. but the
universe has
its own way of
bringing folks
together…

doesn’t
it though?
good old
universe.

berraca
created the
first ever star
portal while
playing with
asteroids.
literally,
me.

sanar
felt berraca's
energy through
the portal just
as the planet she
was creating
neared completion.
esa fuerza was
what her dreams
were made of.

whoa...

and in
that moment,
berraca caught
a glimpse of
the very being who
would change the
course of her
destiny.

they
didn’t even
realize they
had fallen in
love until…
until?
ay, my
heart...

…until
planeta fuertona
bloomed between
them.

